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In the United Kingdom, all nuclear facilities that handle, treat or store
fissile material require a Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm System
(CIDAS) to be installed, unless a case is made for the omission of such a
system. Where it is concluded that a CIDAS is required, the primary objective
is the reliable detection of criticality and the initiation of prompt evacuation of
plant workers from the vicinity of the incident.

This paper will examine and compare various methods that can be used to
demonstrate that a CIDAS will satisfy the detection criterion. The paper will
focus on fit-for-purpose and cost-effective methods for the assessment of
gamma-based systems. In the experience of the authors this is particularly
useful in demonstrating the efficacy of existing systems in operational plant.
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1. Introduction function to reduce dose rates to acceptable levels.
This could be substantiated using direct dose

Given the potential consequences of a rate measurements, dose records or calculation.
criticality incident, the accepted design However, for a CIDAS, where the safety
standards for CIDAS within the UK are high. In function would be "to satisfy the criticality
many cases, assessing the optimum location for incident detection criterion", direct measurement
the detectors, or providing engineering to demonstrate this safety fnction (i.e. to detect
substantiation of existing systems can require a a criticality incident) is not realistically feasible.
rigorous assessment methodology. Hence, it is usual to provide a rigorous and

robust series of calculations to substantiate the
In new plant designs, the bulk of the cost CIDAS. This paper discusses appropriate

from the provision of a CIDAS stems from the methodology for gamma based criticality
decision to provide the system and the cost of detectors, which are the most commonly used in
additional detectors represents only a small the UK, although the basic principle would also
fraction of the total system cost. However, for apply to neutron based detectors.
existing plants, the costs associated with
modifying a CIDAS in order to meet modem 2. Detection criteria
accepted safety standards may be significant,

possibly including the movement or addition of The UK CIDAS detection criteria are based
detectors and prolonged operational downtime. upon the requirement to detect the minimum
In this case, there is often a considerable benefit incident of concern as follows:
in adopting a more rigorous assessment of the
CIDAS integrity. * For unshielded/lightly shielded systems the

minimum incident of concern is 1014 fissions

The methodology used in the UK nuclear for close working < 2m) or 1015 fissions for
industry to produce safety cases has recently non close working > 2m).

undergone significant changes. One of these * For heavily shielded systems (i.e. where an
changes is the introduction of formal incident of 1015 fissions would not be
Engineering Substantiation. This involves detected) the minimum incident of concer is
providing a rigorous demonstration that any that which could result in an operator
structure, system or component (SSC) that receiving the maximum acceptable
provides a safety function will per-form the emergency dose.
safety function with the required reliability. For
example: a shield wall may have a safety
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These detection criteria are discussed in For more heavily shielded plants, where the
more detail by Delafield and Clifton'), which simple range as a function of shield thickness
also includes recommended values of incident method is inappropriate, it is often necessary to
durations for various types of fissile systems. perform secondary gamma calculations as the

The maximum acceptable emergency dose secondary gamma component at the detector
currently assumed in the UK is mSv. may dominate. It is also often the case for
However, following a recent emergency heavily shielded plants that the second detection
planning review it is likely to change to criterion outlined above i.e. the maximum
5OOmGy, which re resents the threshold for acceptable emergency dose to an operator, must

CtS3 be adopted. In this case, the estimated dose to
deterministic effe & the operator must include all the significant

3. Radiation Characteristics of Criticality contributions, i.e. neutron, primary gamma
secondary gamma and fission product gamma.

Following a criticality incident, there are four A dose profile may be produced from which
sources of radiation of interest in CIDAS the maximum spacing of the detectors would be
assessments: derived. Clearly this would apply to an idealised

plant in which shielding was uniform but
• Prompt fission gamma - instantaneous nevertheless would be useful for scoping out

gamma emission following fission. potential detector positions. A detailed model
• Secondary gamma - arising from neutron taking in to account perturbations in the

interactions with shield materials. shielding, e.g. steel plugs and lead glass
• Prompt neutron - arising from the fission windows, would be required to finalise the

process. detector positions and confirm the detection
• Fission product decay gamma - arising from integrity-

the radioactive decay of fission products
formed as a result of fission. 4.2 Existing Plants

The gamma dose as a result of activation of For existing nuclear facilities being
materials due to neutron capture is not usually subjected to the Engineering Substantiation
considered, since the dose from this source is process, it is prudent to consider the following
generally insignificant compared to the four options as part of the CIDAS substantiation in
sources listed above. order to ensure that the most cost-effective and

fit-for-purpose solution is achieved.
4. Assessment Methodologies

Review the needfor the CDAS and

4.1 New Plants prepare a CIDAS omission argument.

For new plants, the cost of the provision of a The accepted criterion used to determine
CIDAS mainly stems from the decision to whether a CIDAS is required in a UK plant
provide a system. In this case, the assessment of handling fissile material is that proposed by
optimum detector positions need not be Aspinall and Daniels') as follows:

particularly refined assuming te detection "Criticality detection and alarm systems
criterion is satisfied. Here, for lightly shielded shall be provided at all places where fissile
facilities a method based on detector ranges as a material may be used or stored, unless it is
function of shield thickness can be used. confident judged that in the event of the
However, careful consideration of the y
attenuation provided by the intervening failure of any or all of those criticality controls
shielding between the detector and incident that rely on human agency or on mechanical or
position must be taken so as not to electrical devices, criticality would not be
underestimate the effect of the shielding and reasonably expected having regard to the nature
subsequently overestimate the efficacy of the of the particular operations and facility".

detection system. However, in older facilities that handle

In broad terins, this involves ensuring that fissile material, it was often the case that a
the thicknesses, densities and compositions of CIDAS was installed even without a formal
materials assumed in the calculations are chosen assessment determining the need for it. A
to minimise the gamma doses at the detector detailed review of the nature of the process and
positions. the criticality controls in place, and any

modifications that have been made during the
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operational lifetime of the plant, may show that It should be noted that the method of
a CIDAS is not actually required. revising the neutron component of the total dose

to the worker will be examined in particular
It should be noted that the use of this detail, as this is this where the largest refinement

approach would not be used to draw the is likely to be seen.
conclusion that a functioning CIDAS should be
switched off, since this would be inconsistent As mentioned before, the value of the
with the requirements of the ALARP principle. maximum acceptable emergency dose is likely
(Although not strictly required, the CIDAS may to change from mSv to OmGy in future.
provide some benefit). However, the assessment This change is likely to have a significant
would demonstrate that no modifications are impact for heavily shielded facilties. (Even
required to the existing system and that it need when the dose due to a criticality incident is
not be replaced when it reaches the end of its gamma dominated, this represents a five-fold
operational lifetime. improvement in detection efficiency).

Adventist,,,,
Install additional detectors gvX M ,J

Another approach could be to install Process
additional detectors to ensure that adequate Fissile C Orri dor
CIDAS coverage is provided. In principle, this cell INI'Mffl,

Nmay seem to be a relative simple option.
However, it may have a significant impact on 6,v
plant performance due to operational down time,
increased testing and maintenance requirements
for the augmented CIDAS and dose uptake
implications incurred during installation. aided,, �p

wg

if this approach is adopted, detailed
calculations would be required to ensure that the M

minimum number of additional detectors is
identified.

Remove pessimisms/refline calculation Fig.1 Typical elevation of plant geometry for a
shielded facility handling fissile material

In instances in which the CIDAS assessment Maximum acceptable emergency dose
identifies shortfalls in the detection integrity for

a particular working area of a plant, a review of It is usual that the calculated worker doses
the basic modelling assumptions used in the are "operational quantities", i.e. ambient dose
assessment may suggest that the CIDAS does in equivalent, denoted H*(d), where d is the tissue
fact meet the criterion without requiring any depth assumed in the calculations. The use of
modifications to the system. This is more likely this quantity generally ensures pessimism in
to be the case in situations where the criterion is design and dose estimation since it tends to
based on the maximum acceptable emergency overestimate the appropriate "protection
dose rather than the detectable number of
fissions. quantity", i.e. the true effective dose, denoted E.

For example, consider a scenario based upon For whole-body doses, a tissue depth of
the plant geometry shown in Figure 1 A l0mm. is usually chosen to estimate te dose to
operator is sielded from a fissile cell by a the internal organs. Hence, the whole-body
concrete wall and a lead glass window. As this ambient dose equivalent is denoted H*(10).

is a heavily shielded situation, the detection Figure 2 shows the ratio of the protection
criterion would probably be based on the quantity, effective dose, E, with the operational
maximum acceptable emergency dose. quantity W(10). The most probable energy of

Possible refinements might include the neutrons emitted during fission is around 2MeV.
adoption of more realistic (but still pessimistic) Hence, it can be seen that H*(10) overestimates
material compositions, incident locations and E over the majority of the neutron energy range

operator positions based on operational of interest.
experience, rather than the absolute worst cases.
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In addition, flux to dose conversion factors operator due to a criticality incident are unlikely
used to estimate H*(10) are based on simple to result in large savings. Hence, this approach
anthropomorphic phantoms, e.g. the ICRU is only likely to be of benefit when the detection
sphere. Calculating the H*(10) dose in front of criterion is breached by a relatively small
the lead glass windows will be pessimistic in margin.
comparison with the true dose, i.e. the primary
limit quantity of effective dose, E. 0 Justification of an alternative incident

detection criterion
This is because the radiation flux distribution

across the body will vary and will result in a In a CIDAS integrity assessment, in
lower whole body dose, due to the variation in addition to choosing an appropriate incident size,
flux at sensitive organs such as the gonads, and it is also necessary to choose an appropriate
the differing shielding effects of concrete and incident duration. The incident duration depends
lead glass. on the type of fissile system, and is significantly

longer for a solution type incident than for a
2�, metal type incident'). Since gamma based

E/h-(l0h(lCRP60) CIDAS detectors tfigger at a certain dose rate

19 threshold, this implies that solution type
incidents are more difficult to detect than metal
type incidents.

Historically, a CIDAS assessment may have
0.5 assumed a solution type incident in order to

ensure that the efficacy of the CIDAS is not

01 . . . overestimated. However, a more detailed review104 le le 1 lo, lo, 10 1 le lo, lo,
Neutron enerU (MeV) of the plant operations may show that a robust

case can be made for the assumption of a metal

Fig.2 Ratio of protection quantity and operation type incident in some or all plant areas.

quantity against neutron energy In such cases, it may then be possible to

By calculating the dose to different organs, demonstrate that the extant CIDAS does in fact
given that they may well be shielded by meet the incident detection criterion without
different materials, in this case concrete and lead requiring any modifications.
glass, and summing over all organs to give the
whole body total dose, will provide a better 9 Review alarm triggering logic

estimate than calculating the absorbed dose in
front of the lead glass window alone. The In the UK, a typical CIDAS system may
variation of the absorbed dose for the various consist of three independent circuits of detectors.
organs is shown in Figure 3 The incident detection logic is configured such

that, to trigger the alarm system, at least one
detector from any two of the three circuits is

lop breast required to satisfy the detection criterion. This
........... lungs

colon two-out-of-three logic approach is adopted to
red bon, rnAnro,1�rl testes minimise the number of spurious alarms.

E skin
lo,

For pessimism, CIDAS integrity
assessments usually aim to demonstrate that at

id, least one detector from all three circuits would
satisfy the detection criterion.

. . . . . . . . . . . .. However, it may be possible, based on a
lo-, to-' te to-' la' to-1 e twl o-' to-' id' o to'

Neutron energy (MeV) very detailed assessment, to justify an approach
based on demonstrating that (at east) one

Fig.3 Organ absorbed dose conversion (AP detector from any two of the three circuits
irradiation geometry) coefficients for would satisfy the detection criterion.

selected organs as a function of neutron Again, it may then be possible to
energy demonstrate that the extant CIDAS is in fact

In reality, these refinements in the method adequate without the need for any modifications.

used to calculate the dose received by an Use of a portable CIDAS
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As mentioned earlier, the installation of a
CIDAS represents a significant capital cost,
even for a new plant. For a plant that has been
operational for several years, this cost is likely
to be greatly increased.

Another option, which is particularly
relevant for a plant that is undergoing
decommissioning, is the introduction of a
portable CIDAS. The advantage of this approach
is that a full system covering the entire plant
need not be provided. Rather, a smaller mobile
system can be introduced and moved around the
plant as the various active areas are
decommissioned.

5. Conclusion

The standard CIDAS detection criteria used
in the UK have been described and the various
sources of radiation produced as a result of a
criticality incident have been outlined.

The demonstration of CIDAS integrity is
then discussed in some detail, both for plants at
the design stage and for operational plants.

For plants that are still at the design stage,
the ma or cost associated with a CIDAS is the
provision of a system. Additional detectors are
only a relatively minor additional cost. In these
cases, the assessment of detector positioning
need not be particularly refined and assessments
can be relatively simple.

However, for existing plants, modifications
are Rely to be dose intensive and time
consuming. Hence, it is prudent to carry out
much more detailed assessments. Several
options are discussed, which should be pursued
in order to ensure that the most cost-effective
and fit-for-purpose solution is achieved.
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